Double-sided boot mat

57A 061 163
ŠKODA KAROQ (NU)

Color: Black

Practical accessory | Variability of applications | Protection | Resistance
Although the ŠKODA KAROQ´s generously sized luggage calls for transportation of neat, well-organised luggage, sometimes it is also necessary to transport soiled or dirty objects. With this double-sided mat in
place, you will protect the boot from any kind of soiling. The uniqueness
of this universal mat lies in two different surfaces used on its two
sides. While the top side features a high-quality textile fabric designed
for the storage and fastening of clean objects and its primary function
is therefore aesthetic, the bottom side is anti-slip plastic to prevent dirt
such as mud, water, snow etc. from getting to the vehicle´s floor. Having
decided which of the two sides is better in the situation concerned,
the user simply lays the mat accordingly. The mat does not need to be
fastened, as it perfectly copies the boot shape, and can be taken out easily and cleaned using ordinary detergents. Stringent material-strain (lab)
tests and long-term road tests have proven the mat´s high resistance
to mechanical strain in both dry and wet conditions. Enjoy your life
in full, with no limits, and load your vehicle with whatever you need to
transport! Combining the benefits of two different carpets, this multifunction double-sided mat will help you keep your interior clean and tidy
while perfectly protecting the luggage compartment against undesired
impacts - no matter what you transport.

Material: Plastic / textile
Instalation time: 20 TUs
Set contents:
Double-sided boot mat, installation manual.
Dimensions:
809 x 999 x 14 mm.
Installation position:
In the luggage compartment - unfastened.
Maintenance:
Ordinary carpet detergents. Do not use
abrasive cleaning agents.
Limitations:
Exclusively for vehicles with standard rear
seats and raised floor.
Guarantee: 24 months.
Does not apply to standard wear and tear.
Weight: 2 kg

Related products:
All-weather interior mats - front / 57B 061 502 / 57C 061 502
All-weather interior mats - rear / 57A 061 512
STANDARD textile foot mats / 57B 061 404 / 57C 061 404

Comfort & utility

